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Remax Kinyin RB-680HB gaming headphones
Immerse yourself in the world of gaming with the Remax Kinyin RB-680HB. The headphones provide HiFi class sound and are perfect for
gaming. What's more, they work wirelessly and connect to your compatible device via Bluetooth 5.3, while the microphone allows you to
communicate with other players. 
 
High-quality sound
Now you can hear  the footsteps of  approaching enemies and invading vehicles!  The headphones use 40-millimetre drivers,  which are
responsible for clear and bass-rich sound. 
 
Wireless operation
Say  goodbye  to  interference!  The  headphones  use  Bluetooth  version  5.3,  which  translates  into  a  fast  and  stable  interference-free
connection of up to 10m. What's more, if has also been equipped with a 3.5mm audio port, which will allow you to connect the RB-680HB
to other headphones.
 
HD microphone
Talk to other players without interference. The Remax RB-680HB have a built-in microphone that accurately captures your voice and will
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be perfect for more than just gameplay, calls, live broadcasts and more.  What's more, you can adjust its position as you are comfortable.

 
Simple, intuitive operation
Using the headphones is simple and convenient, so you won't have any problems operating them. The Remax RB-680HB are equipped
with a convenient rotary knob and buttons that you can use to adjust the volume, stop playback, skip a song, etc. In addition, the colour
indicator provides you with information on the operating status of the headphones. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	RB-680HB
	Colour
	black
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Bluetooth range
	10 m
	Weight
	330 g
	Transducer diameter
	40 mm
	Frequency response
	20-20 kHz
	Impedance
	32 ± 2Ω
	Rated power
	15 mW
	Standby time
	66 h
	Battery capacity
	400 mAh
	Playback time
	16 h
	Charging time
	2-3 h

Price:

€ 23.00
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